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Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited and The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited take 
no responsibility for the contents of this announcement, make no representation as to its accuracy 
or completeness and expressly disclaim any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising 
from or in reliance upon the whole or any part of the contents of this announcement.

CHINA LEON INSPECTION HOLDING LIMITED
中國力鴻檢驗控股有限公司

(Incorporated in the Cayman Islands with limited liability)
(Stock Code: 1586)

CHANGE OF STOCK SHORT NAME

The board of directors (the “Board”) of China Leon Inspection Holding Limited (the “Company”) 
is pleased to announce that the stock short name for trading the shares in the Company on The 
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Stock Exchange”) will be changed from “CHINA 
LEON” to “LEON INSPECTION” in English and “中國力鴻” to “力鴻檢驗” in Chinese with 
effect from 9:00 a.m. on 22 July 2021. The stock code of the Company on the Stock Exchange 
remains as 01586 and the English and Chinese name of the Company remains as “China Leon 
Inspection Holding Limited” and “中國力鴻檢驗控股有限公司”, respectively.

As an international independent inspection and testing company, the Company provides customers 
with professional testing, inspection, certification, consultation and related technical services 
round the clock globally. Building on the Company’s two key business areas, namely energy and 
commodity, and by fully leveraging its leading advantages in different segments and economies 
of scale, the Company has expanded the service scope to electric power generation industry. 
We launched new inspection services in clean energy field, especially focusing on the solar 
and wind power projects. The Company also provides environmental monitoring and testing 
services including ecological monitoring, soil testing, environmental technology consultation and 
assessment and carbon neutrality.

The Board notices that the Company has been commonly addressed as “LEON INSPECTION” 
and “力鴻檢驗” by shareholders, investors and potential investors. As the Board considers that 
such short name is more precise and recognizable to the market, the Company also addresses 
itself as “LEON INSPECTION” and “力鴻檢驗” to the market as its short name. In order to have 
a more specific and identifiable stock short name for the shareholders, investors and potential 
investors when trading the shares in the Company, the Board decided to change its stock short 
name to “LEON INSPECTION” and “力鴻檢驗” from “CHINA LEON” and “中國力鴻” in this 
regard.
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The change of stock short name of the Company will not affect any rights of the existing 
shareholders of the Company.

 By Order of the Board
 China Leon Inspection Holding Limited
 Yang Rongbing
 Executive Director

Beijing, PRC, 15 July 2021

As at the date of this announcement, the Board comprises eight Directors, namely Mr. Li Xiangli, 
Ms. Zhang Aiying, Mr. Liu Yi and Mr. Yang Rongbing as executive Directors; Mr. Wang Gang 
as non-executive Director; and Mr. Wang Zichen, Mr. Zhao Hong and Mr. Liu Hoi Keung as 
independent non-executive Directors.


